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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE THEORY OF OSCILLATING AIRFOILS

By ABE SILVEZSTEINand UPSHTJHT. JOYNEE

SUMMARY

Measuremem%he been made of the lijl on an airjii
in pitching oscillation m“tha continuom+ecording, ir&an-
taneousjorce bcdume. The experimental oalu~ for the
phase di~erence between the angle of attack and the lijt
are shown to be in clo~eagreementm“tiith theorg.

INTRODUCTION

The theory for the lift of inlinite-span airfoils oscil-
lating in pitch with and ampIitude iu a uniform
stream of perfect fluid has been exhaustively studied
and Row providea a basis for the aerodynamic analysis
of the flutter problem. Wa=guer’s theory (reference 1)
for calculating the Iift on an airfoil in nonuniform
motion has been followed by those of Kiissner (reference
2), Glauert (reference 3), and Theodoraen (reference 4);
Garrick has indicated (reference 5) that the seved
theories are in agreement. Jones has given certain
approximations (reference 6) to account for the eflect
of finite span.

At the suggestion of Theodorsen, tests have been
made to obtain experimental data for a direct corQpari-
son of the measured lift on an oscillating airfoiI with
that predicted by the theory. The accuracy of the
theory has been cxmtially substantiated in a le= direct
manner by the agreement of experimental and tho-
reticaIIy predicted flutter phenomena

In a comparison of an oscillating airfoil with one in
uniform motion, the theory indicat~ that the principal
effect of the oscillation is to change the angle of attack
at which a given Iift occurs; for e?mmple,zero lift on an
oscillating symmetrical airfoil does not occur at zero
angle of attack. The phase difference between the lift
and the angle of attack depends on the location of the
axis aJong the airfoil chord and on a nondimensional
parameter describing the wave length of the osculating
vortex sheet in the airfoil wake. For an M-nite fre-
quency of oscillation and a forn:ard location of the axis,
the lift would Iead the angular displacement by 180°.
At finite frequencies, the cuuntervorticity of the oscil-

lating vortex sheet produces, in general, a Iag that
opposes the inertia effect causing the Ieading force.
At low frequencies, the lag predominates; and, at zero
frequency (steady motion), the Iag again disappears.

It was planned to verify the theory by measurements
of the phase difference between the lift and the cmgIe
of attack for an airfoil in rotational oscillation at vari-
ous frequencies and air speeds. For these measure-
ments, an instantaneous-force balance was designed
with which the Iift and the angle of attack of an oscil-
lating airfoil could be continuously recorded. The
measurements were made in a 2- by 3-foot tunnel on a
symmetrical airfoil of about 5-inch chord and 18 per-
cent thicknew The axis of rotation was located at
the quarter-chord point of the airfoil. Measurements
were taken for values of frequencies and air speeda that
covered the useful flutter range.

SYMBOLS

a, angle of attack (a=% sin pt).
q, amplitude of oscillation.
b, half chord of airfoil.
V, air speed at inbity.
p, 2r times the frequency of osdlatione.
k, reduced frequency @b/o); wave Iength in

vortex sheet is 2~b/k.
a, coordinate of mis of oscillation. (See refer- _

enee 4.)
L, liftforce on airfoil.
t, time.

F and G, circulation functions. (See reference 4.)
8, phase difference between angle of attack and

lift for oscillating airfoil. Positive values
indic~te a leading force.

8, phase difference due to natural frequency of
reoording instrument.

n, damping constant of airfoil and balance.
r, 2r times natural frequency of vibration of ~

airfoil and bikmce.
A, aspect ratio.
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PHASE RELATIONS FOR OSCILLATING AIRFOILS

Following the method of Theodorsen (reference 4], the
M on an airfoiI oscillating in pitch, in a uniform stream
of perfect fluid, with one degree of freedom about m
axis parallel to the span k given (reference 5) as

L=pba(VTmp cos pt+dawp’ sin pt)

[
+2upvbF Z@ sin pt+b(~-a)~pcOs@l

[
+2rpvbG Vcq COS pt–b G-abfid0)

Regrouping terms and substituting k=pb/v and a= – X
(axis at quarter-chord line), the expression becomes

L=~pb@(k+.zkF+2G) COS p~

(
+ xpbR8

)
–~k’+2F–”2kG sin pt

(2)

or
L=& sin pt+BO cos pt (3)

in which

Expresskm (3) may be readily rewritten as

L=CO Sin (@+a) (5)
in which

h=tan-l (BO/AJ (6)
and

co= ~~m (7)

The angle 6 is the phase difference due. to the .oscil-
lation, and COis a measure of the slope of the lift curve
for the oscillating wing. It will be noted from equa-
tions (4) and (6) that the vrdue of the phase angle ~is a
function of k, F, and Q. The term k is a fundamental
parameter that links together the frequency of the
wing oscillation and the air speed. It may be noted
that 2~/k is the distance between successive waves
in the vortex sheet in terms of the half-chord length b
as a reference length. The functions F and U de~r-
mine the circulation so as to satisfy the Kutta condition
for the oscillating airfoil, and their values are given as
functions of I/k for the case of an infinite-span airfoil
in reference 4. For finite aspect ratio, reference 6
gives certain approximate corrections employing “ef-
fective” values of F and G.

APPARATUS AND TEST METHOD

The tests were conducted in the )L-scaIe model of
the B7.A. C. A. full-scale wind tunnel, which is described
in reference 7. The test section was modified to a
2- by 3-foot rectmgle with sides but without top or
bottam. The side walls served as end pIates for the
airfoil that spanned the 3-foot width of the jet. Sur-
veys across the tunnel air stream ahowed variations of
+ 2 percent in the dynamic pressure and i- 0.6° in the

air-stream direction, the effects of which wero not con-
sidered important enough to warrant correction.

A diagram and a photograph of the apparatus used
are shown in figures 1 and 2, respectively. The airfoil
F (fig, 1) was an 18-percent-thick symmetrical section
with a chord of 5% inches and a span of 36% inrh~.
It was of hollow construction with 0.016-inch shcct-
aluminurncovering and weighed only 0.66 pound. The
counterweight 1, the end plutes C, the mounting shafts,
and the self-alining bdl bearings B brought the total
weight of the oscillating assembly up to 1.52 pounchi,
The airfofi projeckd through the sides of the test sec-
tion L, and separate end plates C were attwhed that
rotated with the airfoil to prevent air leakage through
the waLIsdue to the airfoil pressures. This arrange-
ment was used to achieve an effective aspect ratio
approaching that for an infinite-spun airfoil. The axis
of oscillation, i. e,, the a.sisof the mounting shtifts,was
located at the quarter-chord point of the airfoil.

The instantaneous force balance was designed to
nmasmwthe force on one end of the ~irfoilby measuring
the deflection of a stiff spring P to which the airfoil
was attached. The attachment was made by means of
a self-alining ball bearing, which provided freedom for
the wing to rotate about its wia and for the spring to
deflect without restraint. In order to recorcl tho
deflection of the spring, two styluses were arranged to
rotate the mirrors J and N and thereby displace hght.
beams that were focused on a sensitized film. The
spring deflections in both the lift and the drug diioctions
were recorded by mirrors J and N. (This paper is
confined to a discussion of the lift forces only.) In
order to obtain a continuous record, the recording fihn
was attached to a circular drum rotated by a syn-
chronous motor H at a constant film speed of 39 inches
per second. The balance was calibmted by means of
loads applied at the center of the airfoil.

The desi=gnof the spring P was dictated by the con-
sideration that accurate measurements of the phase
difference by means of a spring requiro the natural
frequency of the vibrating system to be considerably
higher than the impressed frequency. The anglc of
lag e of the recorded force behind the impressed forco
in ternw of the natural frequency of the vibratiug
system r is given (reference 8) as

_ 2pn
‘=hn lP–p’

in which n, the damping coefficient, is obtained from n
measurement of the decrease in amplitude of successive
vibrations. That is,

~=A,e-m~

in which Al and AZ me the amplitudes of successive
vibrations occurring in the period t. The valuas of the
constants n and r/2T for the wing and the buhmce me
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A, supports. 1, counterweight.
E, sdMfning ball bearinge J, ~t UlfiTOL

C, and plates on airfoil. K W.
D, direct-current diirfng motm. L eides or w’fndtunnel.
E, tfmlng-wdt contacts.
F, aLrfoU.

W thnfu nnft.
N, drag mirror.

G, film drum and record. O, stylus.
H, agnohronooa-motm film drive. P, tubular cantilwer spring.

FIGrEEl.–Alrfollandcontbmously recordfng balanae used In the osclllstfng-airfoil teats.

.

. ..—

FIGURE 2.—Alrfofland balance fuatdlation nsadti meaanrsthaforcesonanoadllathrgalrfoll.
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FIGUEE t3..-Tbeoreti@ values of ofrculatlon fuuctlons 1’and f?,
FICtURES.—LUtourvesfortheairfoil tested in steady motion M llxcd angles

and for a test in whfoh the angle of attack wee suddenly ln~.
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14.8 and 53.5, respectively. The vtdue of d2T fOr
the spring P is 280 cycles per second. Site all the
tests with the balance were made at oscillation fre-
quencies lower than ] 7 cycles per second, the maximum
phase error was 1.8°, which is of the same magnitude
as the experimental errors.

It was necessary to balance dynamically the oscil-
lating mass about the axis of rotation. For this pur-
pose, a -might I was placed ahead of the ~fi of rotation
to provide static and dynamio balance within the
accuracy of the balance measurements.

The wing was oscillated in approximately sinusoidal
motion about its axis by the direct-current motor D,

which was controllable so that any desired frequency
cou~d be obtained. The wing was oscillated at the
end opposite to the one at which the forces were
measured. A time history of the angular position of
the airfoil was recorded on the same ti that was used
to record the forces. This record was obtained by
means of a rotating contact E attached to the driving
motor. Once each revolution, this contact energized
an electromagnet M, which deflected a mirror and
moved a hght beam on the h G. The lag of the
timing system was measured by an oscillograph and
found to be 0.0014 seaond.

A typical record of the measurements taken photo-
graphically with the oscillating-airfoil balance is shown
in figure 3. Elne 1 (fig. 3) is a stationary reference
line; line 2 is the re:ord of the timing element; and
line 3 ia the trace of the deflection of spring P and
therefore is a record of the lift on the airfoil. The
oscillations occurring in the timing line z are of no
interest.

If, for example, oscillation about the angle of zero
lift ia assumed, the intersection of the lift line 3 with
the zero Iine 4 determines the point of zero lift. By
static caI.ibration, the angular position of the airfoiI
corresponding to this point on the record ia readily
determined. A smd.1 correction ia applied to take
into account the lag in the timing unit. The phase
angle is then directly obtained as the dMerence between
the angular position of the curves for zero Iift and zero
angle.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured phase dihrence ~ for various vahms
of the parameter I/k are shown in figure 4. It will be
noted in some cas= that the same due of I/k was
obtained with seveml values of y and r.

Before the theoretical values of 6 could be computed,
it was necessary to detaoine the effective aspect ratio
of the airfoiI for the teat conditions. This value was
derived from the vahe of the lift-curve slope determined
by means of static lift observations at numerous anglw
of attack (&g. 5). The effective aspect ratio is 12.5,

which may be compared with the geometric value of
7.o7. The leakage around the end plates of the airfoil
prevented the realization of a higher value of the eilec-
tive aspect ratio. For comparison, the lift curve is
given (~. 5) for the case in which the angle of attack
of the airfoil is suddenly increased. The slope of the
curve is about the same; the stalling of the moving
airfoil at the higher angles of attack, however, does not
occur.

The values of F and G corresponding to the effective
aspect ratio were obtained from reference 6 and me
shown in figure 6 against I/k. Values for an infinite-
spa.n airfoil from reference 4 are also shown. The
theoretical values of ~ computed by equation (6) with
vahm of 1’ and G from figure 6 are shown with the ...—
experimental results in @re 4. Consideration was
given to changing the inertia terms in equation (6) to
take ink account the decreased virtual volume due to
the finite span of the airfoiL Calculations indicate this
effect to be inappreciable.

The experimental and the theoretical values for the
finite-span airfoiI show phase differences of no more
than about 5°. The corrections applied to the infinite-
aspe&ratio theory to take the finite span into account
are in the direction of improving the agreement between
the thaory and experiments.

It is noted that, at low frequencies of oscillation
(large vqhws of l/k, @. 4), a lead that is consiatmtly
larger than expected appears. The study of the cause
of this discrepancy wiHbe left for a future investigation.

LaGLEY ihfmom.u AERONAUTICiW LABORATORY,

~ATIONa ADVISORY COMIWLTEEFORAERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., April ZJ, 1939.
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